Preserving the Flow: Legal Protection of Water in Times of Armed Conflict

by Rupesh Mishra

Editors’ Summary: The threat of terrorism and other armed conflict calls into question the security of the planet’s water resources. Few legal tools exist to protect this critical resource. In this Article, Rupesh Mishra examines the vulnerability of freshwater and evaluates the tools that might be used to protect it during armed conflict. Surveying international law, custom, and emerging principles, he identifies opportunities where existing law might be better utilized for preservation of water. He concludes with a broad set of recommendations, advocating the restructuring of the current international conflict and environmental legal regimes to offer more effective protection of water resources around the world.

I. Introduction

During times of armed conflict, our first concern is human beings: civilians, prisoners of war, or wounded combatants. We might next think of infrastructure such as schools, religious sites, hospitals, and cultural and historical monuments. We protect the former out of respect for human life and the latter because without these, life would hardly be worth living. Rarely, however, do we think of natural resources such as water, without which human life would be impossible.

The end of the 20th century saw increasing threats to water facilities, especially in Africa, the Balkans, and the Middle East. The vulnerability of water increases in times of armed conflicts, as modern water facilities systems are interconnected with electricity systems, which are often primary targets in wartime. Civilian populations are the first to suffer from the disruption of water supplies—and in some cases, thirst has proven to be more deadly than guns. How does international law address the need to protect both water facilities and the civilian population during such conflicts? What changes can be made to international law and policy to better address the challenges of water protection?

II. Why Water Needs Protection

“Access to safe water is a fundamental human need and, therefore, a basic human right. Contaminated water jeopardizes both the physical and social health of all people. It is an affront to human dignity.”¹ Water is the essence of life. It is fundamental to poverty reduction, providing people with elements essential to their growth and development. Freshwater is crucial for: (1) human health; (2) food production; (3) disaster mitigation; and (4) environment protection and conservation of natural resources.² Water is essential for the food security of the poor, not just for agriculture but also for livestock and food collected from aquatic ecosystems.³ Improved health from better quality water increases productive capacity. Moreover, reduced vulnerability to water-related hazards boosts investments, production, and development.⁴

In the past century, the world’s population tripled while global demand for water has increased sixfold.⁵ Over one billion people lack access to a basic water supply, while several billion do not have access to adequate sanitation, the primary cause of water contamination and diseases linked to water.⁶ The U.S. government estimates that by the

6. In 2000, the WHO estimated that 1.1 billion persons did not have access to an improved water supply (80% of them rural dwellers) able
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year 2015, it is possible that up to 40% of the world’s population will live in countries where water is in short supply. An estimated 14,000 to 30,000 people die each day from water-borne diseases.6 Of these, between 9,500 and 20,000 are children.9

The total freshwater supply on earth is decreasing because of pollution, diversion, and depletion.10 Only 0.77% of the total water on earth circulates as part of the water cycle, and even less circulates as rain water—the only source of renewable freshwater.11 Less than one-half of 1% of the world’s water is available for human consumption.12 Population explosion, urbanization, industrialization, and agriculture have increased the demand for water while pollution has decreased the already limited supply.13

III. Protection of Water During Armed Conflicts: Legal Tools

In the last decade, the world has seen a renewed interest in the relationship between the environment, resource scarcity, and violent conflict. Though there has not been a documented “water war” in modern history, nevertheless, the changing nature of conflict and shortage of freshwater will certainly increase the potential for instability in the years ahead. As the potential for conflict increases, it is time to review some fundamental questions. To what extent are water facilities protected under the law, both domestic and international? What challenges to protection of water facilities does terrorism and the international response to it present? Finally, what lessons can be learned from recent conflict, in terms of the legal regimes that are designed to protect freshwater supplies?

Water facilities are protected under international humanitarian law through general and particular rules developed in the Hague and Geneva Conventions. Though water facilities are not mentioned explicitly, a number of rules are applicable. The Hague Conventions are concerned with rules relating to the methods and means of warfare, while the Geneva Conventions are concerned with the victims of war. By their terms, the conventions apply only during time of “war or other armed conflict.”14 Virtually all states have become parties to these agreements.15

A. Hague Convention

A few provisions of the Hague Regulations, Annex to the Hague Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land (Fourth Hague Convention),16 can be applied to the protection of water resources. Article 23(a) prohibits the employment of “poison or poisoned weapons.” The rule has been recognized as a customary rule17 and although the wording does not refer directly to water or water facilities, the prohibition extends to water.18 Article 23(g) states that it is forbidden “to destroy or seize the enemy’s property, unless such destruction or seizure be imperatively demanded by the necessities of war.”19 However, while Article 53 of IV Geneva Convention is limited to destruction resulting from the action by the occupying power, Article 23(g) of the Hague Regulations covers all property in the territory involved in a war. Therefore, the scope of Article 23(g) is much wider than that of Article 53 of IV Geneva Convention.

This rule is substantiated by other provisions, such as the prohibition of the confiscation of private property and the prohibition of pillage, which applies to occupied territories.20 Moreover, the United Nations (U.N.) General Assembly stressed in the preamble of its Resolution on the Protection of the Environment in Times of Armed Conflict that “the destruction of the environment, not justified by the military necessity and carried out wantonly, is clearly contrary to existing international law.”21

In the light of Hague Regulations and this U.N. Resolution we can infer that the general principle of wanton destruction has been expanded to apply to the natural environment and freshwater resources.

1. See Maude Barlow & Tony Clarke, Blue Gold 5 (2000).
2. Jehl, supra note 7.

B. Geneva Conventions

During times of conflict, the Geneva Conventions of August 1949 provide protection to combatants and civilians alike. They are founded on the idea of respect for the individual and his/her dignity and provide for the supply of basic needs, including water. The Additional Protocols stipulate that the parties to the conflict and the combatants shall not attack the civilian population and civilian objects, including water installations, and shall conduct their military operations in conformity with the recognized rules and standards of humanity.

The Geneva Conventions’ Additional Protocol I offers protection to victims of international armed conflict. Provisions relevant to protection of water include the following:

Article 35(3) strengthens the protection of the environment by stating that “it is prohibited to employ methods of warfare which are intended, or may be expected, to cause widespread, long-term, and severe damage to the natural environment.”

Article 54 prohibits, “whatever the motive,” the attacking, destroying, and removing of “objects indispensable to the survival” of civilian population, such as “drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works.”

Article 55 represents the only truly “environmental” provision in Protocol I. It states:

1. Care shall be taken in warfare to protect the natural environment against widespread, long-term, and severe damage. This protection includes a prohibition of the use of methods or means of warfare, which are intended or may be expected to cause such damage to the natural environment and thereby prejudice the health or survival of the population.
2. Attacks against the natural environment by way of reprisals are prohibited.

Article 56 prohibits attacks against “works and installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dykes and nuclear electrical generating stations.”

Although only one of these provisions expressly mentions water, it can be inferred that water, an integral part of the environment, is afforded protection under these rules as well as all rules that have been established to protect the environment.

Geneva Conventions’ Additional Protocol II contains a provision explicitly mentioning water:

Article 14: It is prohibited to attack, destroy, remove or render useless for that purpose, objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population such as food-stuffs, agricultural areas for the production of food-stuffs, crops, livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works.

C. Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques

The Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques (ENMOD) was convened in response to the severe environmental damage suffered by Vietnam as a result of the use of chemicals and defoliants by the United States. The Convention was intended to prohibit the military use of climate modification techniques that are intended or could be expected to cause “widespread, long-lasting, or severe” destruction or damage to the enemy. However, it could be potentially applied more broadly to cover water facilities. These terms are defined in the first Understanding as follows:

1. Widespread: encompassing an area on the scale of several hundred square kilometers.
2. Long-lasting: lasting for a period of months, or approximately a season.
3. Severe: involving serious or significant disruption or harm to human life, natural and economic facilities, or other assets.

Article II of ENMOD defines the phrase “environmental modification techniques” as any technique that modifies “the dynamics, composition or structure of the Earth, including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outer space.” By including the hydrosphere in this provision, ENMOD provides some degree of protection for water and the facilities that contain or transport it. ENMOD also uses the much broader term of “military or any other hostile use” in place of the phrase “armed conflict.” Use of the word “war” throughout seems to further suggest the broadened application of the convention.

While ENMOD does not preempt the customary principle of military necessity, it does refine the balancing of environmental damage with military necessity by providing an upper limit on the acceptable level of environmental damage.

D. International Law Association

The Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers, adopted by the International Law Association (ILA) at its Helsinki Conference in 1966, contain only one provision (Article XX) which refers to problems arising from armed conflict and it is confined to the limited subject of climate modification techniques.

27. ENMOD, supra note 25, art. II.
of navigation.29 Realizing the lacuna in the legal protection of water in wartime, the ILA addressed the issue 10 years later. Thus, during its 57th Conference held at Madrid in 1976, the ILA adopted a resolution on the protection of water facilities and water installations in wartime.30

E. Customary International Law

The incorporation of customary international law into modern international conventions indicates that in the absence of treaty provisions that derogate from customary international law, custom is binding on all states. Because the applicable treaty laws discuss the protection of water only tangentially, customary international law becomes invaluable when addressing the issue of the targeting of water facilities by State actors during armed conflicts.

The fundamental principles of customary international law applicable to the protection of water facilities are those of humanity, discrimination, proportionality, and military necessity.

Principle of Humanity: Also known as the “principle of unnecessary suffering and destruction,” this principle proscribes the use of means of warfare which cause unnecessary suffering not justified by legitimate military objectives.31 The poisoning of water supplies or the disastrous environmental and economic consequences of destroying a dam, such as the destruction of the Huayuankow Dam by Chinese Nationalist forces during the Japanese invasion of China, are examples of indiscriminate acts that cause unnecessary suffering. Article 35(3) of Protocol I strongly prohibits methods of means of warfare intended or expected to harm the environment.

Principle of Discrimination: This principle provides that the means and methods of warfare must distinguish between military and civilian objects and objectives.32 For an object to be considered a military objective, “its total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, must offer a definite military advantage”33 to the attacking party. Any object that is not militarily advantageous should not be considered an appropriate military objective. Harm to the water facilities can no longer be a military objective in any circumstances.

Principle of Proportionality: According to this principle, the force employed by the attacker should not be disproportionate to the military advantage sought.34 Some confusion arises, however, when considering how this principle should be applied.35 For example, if underground water delivery systems are in the vicinity of an otherwise legitimate military target, should the military commander refrain from attacking because of undesirable collateral effects? The answer may differ depending on the values and the background of the decisionmaker. The military commander is required to weigh the relative military advantage against the potential injury to noncombatants or the damage to civilian objects. If the destruction of a water supply of an entire town or village were certain, that must be heavily weighed against the possible military advantage.

Principle of Military Necessity (or Military Advantage): This principle states that a combatant may use only the level of force “required for the partial or complete submission of the enemy” that incurs the least “loss of time, life, and physical resources” in the attainment of a legitimate military objective.36 This principle is subject to the limits of humanity, discrimination, and proportionality.

In addition to these four established principles, a fifth has recently emerged providing that “nature is no longer fair game in humankind’s conflicts.”37 This can be seen in the World Charter for Nature, which provides that “nature shall be secured against degradation caused by warfare” and “military activities damaging to nature shall be avoided.”38

F. International Humanitarian Law

1. Prohibition on Poisoning of Water

Use of poison in water facilities is prohibited because of its clandestine and insidious character. Poisoning an enemy’s water supply is an antique war strategy that was often employed to bring an enemy into submission. Prohibition of poisoning water has been recognized as a customary rule for centuries before it was codified at the Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907.39 The codification of this customary rule is further demonstrated by the introduction of the Lieber Instructions in 1863 to restrict the conduct of the armies during the U.S. Civil War. The code stated that military necessity “does not admit the use of poison in any way.”40
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Article 23(a) of the Hague Convention also incorporates this customary rule, stating that it is especially forbidden “to employ poison or poisoned weapons.” However, of more significance is the Geneva Protocol of 1925, which provides that the “use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous, or other gases, and all analogous liquid materials or devices, has been justly condemned by the general opinion of the civilized world.”

During the ILA conference in New Delhi in 1975, it was suggested that the prohibition of poisoning is too narrow and that prohibition should be extended to all measures which render water unusable for human consumption.

2. Prohibition on the Destruction of Water as Property

Water and water facilities, regardless of location and ownership, are considered property under international humanitarian law. Hague Regulations, Article 23(g), states that it is forbidden “to destroy or seize the enemy’s property, unless such destruction or seizure is imperatively demanded by the necessities of war.”

Geneva Convention IV of 1949 provides that the “extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly” is qualified as a “grave breach,” and thus, a war crime. Article 6(b) of the Charter of the International Military Tribunal of Nuremberg also describes these actions as “war crimes.” Although the terminology differs, each of these conventions views unjustified actions against property as serious violations of international humanitarian law.

3. Prohibition of the Destruction of Objects Indispensable to the Survival of the Civilian Population

Article 54 of Protocol I prohibits the attacking, destroying, removing, or rendering useless of “objects indispensable to the survival of civilian populations, such as . . . drinking water installations and supplies, and irrigation works.” Similar language is restated in Article 14 of Protocol II.

Article 54 contains specific provisions allowing an attack on “indispensable objects” in cases where the objects are used by an adverse party as “sustenance solely for members of its armed forces” or in “direct support of the military action.” However, the Article further provides that “in no event shall actions against these objects be taken that may be expected to leave the civilian population with such inadequate food or water as to cause its starvation or force its movement.” It also prohibits reprisals against indispensable objects.

 Principle 24 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development specifically provides protection for the environment during war: “Warfare is inherently destructive of sustainable development. . . . States shall therefore respect international law providing protection for the environment in times of armed conflict and cooperate in its further development, as necessary.”

Water, as an integral part of the environment and a necessary and vital element in a country’s economic development, would be protected under this principle. However, similar to the other provisions discussed earlier, this principle does not apply to situations outside armed conflict, including terrorism.

4. Prohibition of Attacks on Dams and Dykes

In modern conflicts the strategic vulnerabilities of dams and dykes have been successfully exploited through dam or dyke-busting military missions. Noteworthy examples are: the British Air Force’s attack on two key dams in the Ruhr Valley in Germany, Korean War operations against dams and dykes by the U.S. Air Force, damage caused to dykes by systematic bombing during the Vietnam War, and recent “water war” in Sri Lanka.

In response to the catastrophic damage or destruction endured by civilian populations as a result of attacks on dams and dykes and the threat of future attacks on such installations, especially in agricultural countries where dykes are of greater economic importance, Article 56 of Protocol I was adopted. It provides: “Works or installations containing dangerous forces, namely dams, dykes, and nuclear electrical generating stations, shall not be made the object of attack, even where those objects are military objectives, if such attack may cause the release of dangerous forces and consequent severe losses among the civilian population.”

Furthermore, Article 56 prohibits the attack of other military objectives “located at or in the vicinity of these works or installations” due to the possibility that the dangerous forces
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contained by these installations may be released causing “severe losses among the civilian population.”

G. Emerging Principles for the Protection of Water

The above discussion illustrates how water facilities are covered under a number of provisions of international humanitarian law, either by treaty or through customary law. In addition to these, some new principles are emerging that afford protection to water resources.

Each State has a legal and moral duty not to allow its territory to be used in a manner that is injurious to another State’s environment. This principle was first set forth in the decision of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Trail Smelter Case, which stated: “Under international law no State has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties or person therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury is established by clear and convincing evidence.” The ICJ later reiterated the principle of limited territorial sovereignty laid down in the Trail Smelter Case by incorporating it into the Corfu Channel Case. The Corfu Channel Case arose from incidents that occurred on October 22, 1946, in the Corfu Strait. The Court found that it is “every State’s obligation not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States.”

Standards laid down in these cases were incorporated into Principle 21 of the Declaration of the U.N. Conference on the Human Environment, better known as the Stockholm Declaration, by providing that States have the “responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States.” The World Charter for Nature, in language similar to that used in the Stockholm Declaration and Rio Declaration, provides that states shall “ensure that activities within their jurisdictions or control do not cause damage to the natural systems located within other States.” Like the Rio Declaration’s Principle 24, the World Charter for Nature specifically addresses the protection of the environment by declaring that “nature shall be secured against degradation caused by warfare or other hostile activities.”

The principles developed in the cases dealing with transboundary environmental harm and the aspirational provisions of the Stockholm Declaration, the World Charter for Nature, and the Rio Declaration do not provide express guidance on the protection of water and water facilities. However, within these provisions lies the implicit understanding of the interconnected and vital nature of water to the survival of the human race. They also provide precedent for a new international declaration that expands and clarifies the protection of water under international humanitarian law in times of armed conflict and terrorist acts.

IV. Other Norms of International Law

Given the crucial importance of water in today’s political and economical affairs, there is a need to adopt a holistic approach along with a more coherent and integrated legal framework to addresses global water safety.

International human rights law could be better used to strengthen the existing legal framework. In this context, the General Comment on the Right to Water adopted in 2002 by the U.N. Committee on Social, Economic, and Cultural Rights affirms the obligation for States to refrain “from limiting access to, or destroying water services and infrastructures as a punitive measure” during armed conflicts. This statement signifies the progressive convergence between international humanitarian law and human rights law which has also been confirmed by the ICJ in its advisory opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. The continued validity of water-related treaties after the outbreak of war is of vital importance for the protection of water and survival of the civilian population, especially when these treaties concern the delivery of water for drinking purposes and for irrigation, or measures of flood control.

Article 29 of the U.N. Watercourses Convention declares that “international watercourses and related installations . . . shall enjoy the protection accorded by the principles and rules of international law applicable in international and non-international armed conflict and shall not be used in violation of those principles and rules.” This provision does not explain the relationship between the U.N. Watercourse Convention and international humanitarian law in a clear manner. Same is the case with Article VII of the IIA Resolution on Protection of Water Facilities in Times of Armed Conflict, which reads as follows:

The effect of the outbreak of war on the validity of treaties of parts thereof concerning the use of water facilities.


66. In its advisory opinion, the ICJ points out that:
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In its commentary to Article 29 of U.N. Watercourses Convention, the U.N. International Law Commission (ILC) opined that, in time of armed conflict, the rules and principles of the *ius in bello* apply unaltered by the Convention, and “the obligation of States to protect and use international watercourses and related works in accordance with the Articles of the U.N. Watercourses Convention remains in effect during an armed conflict.”

### V. Terrorism and the Threat to Water Facilities

The importance and vulnerability of water utilities, including plants, dams, pipelines, and other infrastructure, make them the prime targets of terrorism in the new millennium. Damage to the nation’s water supply and water quality infrastructure by terrorist attack could disrupt the delivery of vital human services, threatening public health and the environment.

A number of recent terrorist attacks have been directed at water facilities, including the dumping of chemicals into the Meuse River in France, the placing of a bomb in a water reservoir in South Africa, and the destruction of water pipes in the Israeli settlement of Yitzhar. The 9/11 terrorist strikes have drawn attention to the security of water supply and treatment infrastructure in the United States.

There is currently no single, internationally accepted definition of terrorism that could be applied to the attacks on water facilities. The customary law of armed conflict and the Geneva Conventions apply only in times of war or armed conflict. But terrorist activity will not be limited to ongoing conflicts in or near war zones. Defining terrorist acts as the peacetime equivalent of war crimes would fulfill most of the gaps, but there are dangers in this approach. By including terrorism as a war crime, terrorists could be immune from prosecution for common crimes, and might even be entitled to protection as prisoners of war.

### VI. Do Existing Laws Provide Adequate Protection?

The analysis of existing legal tools shows that there is an apparent lack of an appropriate and potent legal framework for the protection of water during armed conflict. This inadequacy can be explained, on the one hand, by water’s dual role as a weapon and target and, on the other hand, by the very manner in which it is treated in international humanitarian law. Water is taken into consideration only in connection with those laws having basic objectives of protecting victims of war and regulating the conduct of hostilities—and even then only in its capacity as one of man’s basic needs. Water per se is not given legal shield.

This inadequacy of legal tools can be summarized in the following manner:

- Water is not expressly mentioned in the principal conventions and treaties of international humanitarian laws. It is considered as part of environmental issues, and thus given very vague status in terms of protection.
- No unanimity exists in the ratification of the 1977 Protocols. Only 159 States have ratified them, and politically strong countries like the United States were opposed to their ratification.
- Some forms of conflict, like terrorism and internal conflict, are not within the scope of international humanitarian law. The term “armed conflict” does not include isolated attacks on water facilities from terrorist groups.
- An adequate enforcement mechanism is lacking. There is no effective international authority to apply these laws. The U.N. Center for International Crime Prevention has been under funded and powerless, and INTERPOL has been only marginally useful.
- No effective international criminal court exists, and domestic legal systems are often unavailable as a result of the same conflict that results in damage to water facilities.
- There is a general lack of understanding of the rules and how they apply to protection of water. Aggressors are either unaware of the provisions of international humanitarian law, or they choose to disregard them.

### VII. Recommendations

The above discussion has identified two broad areas in which water facilities need a greater degree of protection. The first is the protection afforded under international humanitarian law, and the second is protection from terrorist attacks. This author recommends the following measures to address the need for water protection.

#### A. Develop New Standards

The Rio and Stockholm Declarations are important milestones in the development of international humanitarian law. States who failed to adopt these formulations as law should do so immediately. Then, new standards should be developed to recognize the current state of freshwater sources and the need for their protection.
B. Utilize the World Water Forum

Concerned States should use the World Water Forum as a platform to clarify and implement applicable provisions of international humanitarian law. This would help in extending legal protection to a wide range of water facilities and persons not clearly covered under existing law. The World Water Forum should issue a declaration calling on all aggressors to abstain from attacking water treatment plants and distribution systems for civilian use. The challenge of terrorism against water must be addressed and some creative measures developed to protect water infrastructure.

C. Limit the Damage of Embargoes

The international community should recognize the calamitous effects for civilians of wide-ranging embargoes imposed for extended periods. It should take these effects into consideration when formulating new laws and policies that cover the delivery of water. Lessons can be learned from the international experience in Iraq, and embargoes should be tailored to avoid similar negative impacts on water infrastructure and civilian populations.

D. Develop Guidelines and Instructions for Military Manuals

With the support of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the U.N. General Assembly, guidelines for the protection of water during armed conflict should be developed. It should be noted that this type of document would be of use only for organized military forces that make some attempt to comply with international humanitarian law.

E. Call for a U.N. General Assembly Resolution

Resolutions of the General Assembly are an important tool in establishing customary international law to advance the standards of international humanitarian law. The Secretary-General’s report of August 19, 1994, to the General Assembly referred to guidelines for environmental protection that could be used as a model for a resolution concerning the protection of water during armed conflict. It was stated in paragraph 11 of Resolution 49/50 of December 9, 1994, that the General Assembly:

Invites all States to disseminate widely the revised guidelines for military manuals and instructions on the protection of the environment in times of armed conflict received from the [ICRC] and to give due consideration to the possibility of incorporating them into their military manuals and other instructions addressed to their military personnel.

F. Strengthen the International Criminal Court

The international community should support the International Criminal Court (ICC). Provisions of the ICC Statute should be expanded and clarified to cover attacks on water facilities and installations. This will strengthen the existing provisions concerning environmental damage. Potential gaps in coverage should be filled to include terrorist attacks on water facilities during peacetime. Large-scale terrorist attacks should be formally designated as crimes against humanity.

G. Publicize the Nature of the Problem

Protection of water facilities during armed conflict should be clearly listed as a “critical problem.” As part of the UNESCO World Water Development Report, particular attention should be directed to the protection of water facilities during armed conflict and terrorist attacks. In addition, the International Water Academy, in cooperation with the ICRC, should spread awareness of existing legal provisions and emphasize the importance of protecting water in times of conflict. The ICRC Water and Habitat Unit should be directly involved in the coordination of efforts related to the protection of water facilities.

In conclusion, a new international treaty designed to protect water facilities is unnecessary. By taking the action recommended above, existing international legal obligations and state practice can be clarified and strengthened. This will promote an active interest in, and concern for, the protection of water facilities by the armed forces of all states. Declarations of new standards and promulgation of guidelines, though not legally binding, could achieve many of the same objectives. By placing increased emphasis on the international law of terrorism, we can hope to increase the prospects that those who attack water facilities will be brought to justice, and further acts of terrorism will be deterred. Finally, support for the ICC will improve the climate of accountability and enforcement of international law.

VIII. Conclusion

There is no doubt that population growth, economic development, and changing regional values have intensified competition over water resources worldwide. In spite of these developments, the most crucial challenge to solving water problems is the protection of water in times of armed conflict.

Most of the world’s water is shared water. Consequently, arrangements are necessary for the nations which share them in order to manage them efficiently. Water facilities in one State also affect water facilities in neighboring States. The Trail Smelter Case and Nuclear Tests Case are classic examples, proving that the pollution in one country will affect the people in other countries. An growing set of issues related to water protection, such as persistent armed conflicts, terrorism, proliferation of nuclear weapons, and lack of international legal mechanisms, demand an effective, coordinated response from States across the globe.

Devised during the infancy of environmental awareness, when problems were perceived as largely local, relatively distinct, and subject to technological fixes, the current legal regime protecting water facilities is weak, fragmented, lack-
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ing in facilities and handicapped by a narrow mandate. The methods and techniques available in international humanitarian law are unable to cope with the new challenges. The emerging issues are so big and so embracing that current ways of doing things will not solve these problems. It has been realized that the institutional mechanisms within the U.N. system are not capable of handling these issues. The time has come for something more innovative, for a conceptual leap forward, in institutional terms.

Given the expanding challenges for global freshwater availability and the fragmented approach to international action, the international community needs to consider whether the existing international institutional machinery can confront the challenges of the current century. It is the need of the hour to reaffirm, review, restructure, and revitalize the present international environmental regime to have an efficient global water resource protection system.